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Model-agnostic explanations
and their limitations 
(featuring: Causal Dependence Plots)



Explanations and interpretability
Some historical context/dialectics

• Behaviorism vs cognitivism


• Two cultures (Breiman, 2001) data modeling and algorithm modeling


• Algorithm vs inference (Efron and Hastie, 2016)


• Interpretability is a constraint, hence SOTA methods for prediction tasks tend 
to be opaque (“black box”)



Causality is hard

Udny Yule, inventing multiple regression in 1897:


“The investigation of causal relations between economic phenomena presents 
many problems of peculiar difficulty, and offers many opportunities for 
fallacious conclusions.


Since the statistician can seldom or never make experiments for himself, he 
has to accept the data of daily experience, and discuss as best he can the 
relations of a whole group of changes; he cannot, like the physicist, narrow 
down the issue to the effect of one variation at a time. The problems of 
statistics are in this sense far more complex than the problems of 
physics.”



Motivating problem
Algorithmic discrimination

• EU Equality Directive, CHAPTER I, Article 2 (b):


• indirect discrimination [...] would put persons of a racial or ethnic origin at a 
particular disadvantage compared with other persons, unless that provision, 
criterion or practice is objectively justified by a legitimate aim and the 
means of achieving that aim are appropriate and necessary.


• US civil rights law: 


• If the evidence establishes a prima facie case of adverse disparate impact 
[...] courts then determine whether the recipient has articulated a 
"substantial legitimate justification" [...]

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32000L0043
https://www.justice.gov/crt/fcs/T6Manual7#P


Discrimination: “Direct” vs “indirect”



Motivating problem
Scientific machine learning (perhaps semi-supervised)

• Use ML to predict  from , obtain predictive model 


• Hopefully learn about real world relationships by interpreting 


• e.g. how does  depend on  (one specific variable or “FoI”)


• Optionally(?) use background/domain knowledge

Y X ̂f(X)
̂f(X)

̂f(X) Xj



Causal knowledge about X

From Causal 
Protein-Signaling 
Networks Derived 
from Multiparameter 
Single-Cell Data


Sachs et al (2005)



Why should we care?
Explanation tools have real world impacts



Google Scholar key word 
search results among papers 
citing PDP or SHAP

Model-agnostic explanation tools are popular!



Feature dependence plots



Interpreting and explaining
Nature, models, and multi-variable questions

• Predictive model:  = f(x1, x2, …, xp)


• For each predictor variable/feature xj we may ask: 


• What does this model do with xj?


• Regression (~1 century), partial dependence plots (~1/4 c.), …


• “Holding all other features constant” / assuming independence between features


• How does this model depend on xj?


• Indirect discrimination, integrate (real world) dependence between features


• New: causal dependence plots

̂y



Partial Dependence Plots

• First described in Friedman, 2001. Citations > 26,000


• Continuously vary one feature while holding others constant, plot curve of 
predictions


• Zhao and Hastie, 2021: causal interpretation under some conditions


• Our work generalizes PDPs, containing them as a special case, establishing 
their general causal interpretation

One of the most popular model-agnostic interpretation tools



Causal Dependence Plots
Using an explanatory causal model (ECM)

Blue: Total Dependence          
Orange: Natural Direct Dependence


Counterfactual curves for individual points 
are shown as thin, light lines, with averages 
displayed as thick, dark lines


(a) True relationships


(b) Linear model. Note the non-
linear Total Dependence


(c-d) Random forest model


(d) Partial Dependence Plot


ECM 

The PDP is identical to our NDDP, showing 
that PDPs are a special case of CDPs!
Total Dependence: intervene on a 
predictor (P), use the ECM to change 
other predictors (S), then plot the new 
predictions



Theorem: 
PDP (+ ICE) = NDDP

Valid causal interpretation of PDPs



Other comparisons

Total effect appears attenuated


                  both by marginalizing (global: / PDP)


                                                                        and by conditioning (local: ALE / SHAP)



But… 
How do we get an ECM?



Use domain knowledge



Learn from data
CDPs after causal discovery algorithms



Help! 
I’m uncertain about the ECM



Visualize uncertainty
Plot the “envelope” of a set of ECMs



Limitations 
(everybody to the limit)



Limitation of CDPs
Bad ECMs can lead to bad explanations



Limitations of non-causal explanations

• Who care?


• They are wrong


• They are not even wrong


• Attenuation: more automatic methods, like SHAP and PDPs, usually only 
show “direct effects”


• i.e. only detect “direct discrimination”


• If model does not take S as an input, PDP / SHAP always show 0 effect



Limitations of model-agnostic explanations

• Same model, different explanations


• Good explanations of a model may be different from good explanations of the 
world (!!!)


• This holds for CDPs as well


• Causal interpretation of PDP: natural direct effect of  on X ̂Y



A point worth repeating
Explaining a model is not the same as explaining the world

Y ≢ ̂Y (!!!)



Applications and future directions

• Easy to use software


• Visualize/infer uncertainty, relax assumptions


• Model-agnostic auditing or diagnostics:


• Fairness, robustness, distribution shift, future, …


• Hypothesize ECMs to ask specific questions!


• Human-guided exploration/explanation of large 
(e.g. “foundation”) models

“All models are 
wrong, but some 
are useful”          
- George Box



Thanks for listening

Yule again:


Measurement does not necessarily mean progress. Failing the possibility of 
measuring that which you desire, the lust for measurement may, for 
example, merely result in your measuring something else - and perhaps 
forgetting the difference - or in your ignoring some things because they 
cannot be measured.


